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The cost to provide service to a property with an existing, serviceable tap - that is 
no longer active (receiving service) is based on five (5) parts: 
1. A charge of $200.00 for a Membership Fee.  This acts as a deposit. 
2. A charge of $250.00 to reinstall the meter in the box. 
3. A charge of $75.00 for a Customer Service Inspection (CSI).  Additional 

inspections are $50.00 each.  It is very important that the member’s plumbing 
be ready before the inspection is scheduled. 

4. If you were previously a customer and you left an unpaid balance, that amount 
must be paid.  Our office maintains these records and can provide a figure. 

5. The last part of Reservice Fees is based on the number of months that an 
account is inactive multiplied times the monthly minimum.  This portion will 
not be greater than the current Capital Contribution Fee of $300.00, which is 
subject to change. 

EXAMPLE A:  An account with a 5/8” meter is vacant 6 months & is requesting 
reservice.  There are no unpaid balances and the Customer Service Inspection 
passes the first time.  The Reservice Fees are $714.00.  Below is the breakdown. 
$200.00 (membership) + $250.00 (Reinstall) + $75.00 (CSI) + $189.00 = 
$714.00. (The $189.00 is calculated by multiplying 6 (months) times $31.50 – the 
monthly minimum of a 5/8” meter. 
EXAMPLE B:  An account with a 3/4” meter that has been vacant for 14 months 
is requesting reservice.  There is an unpaid balance of $54 and there were two 
inspections needed (the first failed and the second passed).  The Reservice Fees 
are $929.00.  Below is the breakdown. 
$200.00 (membership) + $250.00 (Reinstall) + $125.00 (2 CSIs) + $54 (debt) + 
$300 = $929.00.  (The $300.00 is calculated by multiplying 14 (months) times 
$37.27 – the monthly minimum of a 3/4” meter.  That total is $521.78 – but in 
Part 5 above, the policy is that this fee will not be greater than the $300, the 
current Capital Contribution Fee.) 
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